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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely ASTONISHING Miracle,
which is again very Easy to understand, (=QURAN TESTAMENT 54/17)
but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
==========
2 And those who have believed and worked for the RighteousDeeds,
for they have believed in what has been sent down
unto "Muhammad" (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH), because it is the TRUTH
from their LORD; HE has erased for them their sins, and maderightful/successful
their efforts.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 47/2)
==========
So, due to this most specific Indication by our Supreme LORD in the above Verse,
we clearly see that
this most specific Name: (=Muhammad: Praised Servant of/by ALLAH)

* the Messenger is recognized and named specifically
as a "Praised Servant of/by ALLAH" above,
because he clearly understands
and truthfully and straightforwardly proclaims the Fact that:
"All PRAISE" (=AlHAMD) absolutely and only belong to

ALLAH Alone,

no one and nothing should/can never be "PRAISED" other than/beside HIM,
nowhere and never, for no reason, at all (=QURAN TESTAMENT 28/70);
due to this rightful Understanding and truthful and straightforward Proclamation
he (and each and every believer who would follow him also in this respect =3/3132)
are a Praised (=Muhammad) or/and Praiseworthy (=Ahmad) Servant of/by


ALLAH.

above has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly "four times" in total in this specific form:
(=Muhammad: Praised Servant of/by ALLAH)
and "one time" in this specific form:
(=Ahmad: Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH),
first of all, here thus:
==========
144 And Muhammad (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH) is only a Messenger;
definitely, (also) the (many) Messengers have passed before him; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 3/144)
40 Muhammad (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH) is not the father of
any of your men, but he is the Messenger of ALLAH and the seal of the Prophets.
......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 33/40)
2 ...... for they have believed in what has been sent down unto "Muhammad"
(=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH), because it is the TRUTH from their LORD; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 47/2)
29 "Muhammad" (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH) is a Messenger
of ALLAH, and those with him are firm against the disbelievers, compassionate
among themselves. ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 48/29)
*****
6 (When Jesus, son of Mary, said): ...... and I am bringing good news
of a Messenger to come after me whose name will be "Ahmad"
(=Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH); ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 61/6)
==========
So now, here is this most specific Name (=Muhammad: Praised Servant of/by ALLAH),
in this respect, which has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly "four times" therein above:
in
in
in
in

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

No.
No.
No.
No.

"3"
"33"
"47"
"48"

Verse No. "144"
Verse No. "40"
Verse No.
"2"
Verse No. "29"

in this (perfectly corresponding) "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDERFUL"
precise orders, first of all, now here thus:

All PRAISE
is to

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"Chapter Numbers"

"Verse Numbers"

48

003

33

47

19

=

x...

29

144

40

02

19

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that
we have thus rightfully placed each of those "Chapter Numbers" and "Verse Numbers,"
in which this most specific Name (=Muhammad: Praised Servant of/by ALLAH)
has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
exactly "four times," in total, throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT above
perfectly as/in "equal number of digits:"
"Chapter No." "Verse No."
48
29
(=i.e. so there is no need for any "extra zero" here,
because they already consist of exactly equal number of digits above:
i.e. two digits = two digits)

003
144
(=so we have thus rightfully placed two "extra zeros" here,
that they thus also consist of exactly equal number of digits above:
i.e. three digits = three digits)

33
40
(=i.e. so there is no need for any "extra zero" here again,
because they already consist of exactly equal number of digits above:
i.e. two digits = two digits)

47
02
(=so we have thus rightfully placed one "extra zero" here,
that they thus also consist of exactly equal number of digits above:
i.e. two digits = two digits)
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

So now, when/if we include also that "one occurrence"
(=in Chapter No. 61, Verse No. 6) of this most specific Name:
(Ahmad = Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH)
into all of those "four occurrences" of this most specific Name:
(Muhammad = Praised Servant of/by ALLAH),
in this respect, throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT above,
(because they are in Arabic thus basically same root (=ﺩ
and thereby exactly same/similar meaning Names)

what shall we see now?

)ﺡ ﻡ

continues in the next post
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It would be wise if you could write conclusions and meanings based on these types of research that you're doing...
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All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"Chapter Numbers"

48

33

61

47

19

=

"Verse Numbers"

003

x...

29

40

06

144

02

19

=

x...

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed this most specific and exclusive Name,
in this respect: (Ahmad = Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH)
which has thus been mentioned by our Supreme LORD only once,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, (=in Chapter No. 61, Verse No. 6) therein,
in the very middle/center above, for/on both sides therein, perfectly as:

Chapter No.
  61  

Verse No.
  06  

(=and also we have thus rightfully placed one "extra zero" here again,
that they thus also consist of exactly equal number of digits above:
i.e. two digits = two digits), as/in all of those other "Chapter  Verse Numbers" therein,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner
here in this case again,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
*And please, certainly note that here in this case above,
we have thus rightfully placed
these specific "Chapter  Verse" Numbers: (48 29 and 33 40)
which do not require any "extra zero"
(because they already consist of exactly equal number of digits)
thus specifically on the left side of that most specific "Chapter  Verse" Numbers: (61 06)
in this respect, for/on those both sides above,
and then these specific "Chapter  Verse" Numbers: (47 02 and 003 144)
which thus legitimately requires "extra zeros"
(that they thus also consist of exactly equal number of digits)
thus specifically on the right side of that most specific "Chapter  Verse" Numbers: (61 06)
in this respect, for/on those both sides above.

*And then again, here in this case above, we now clearly see that
there are specifically two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers
which essentially must have "extra zeros" therein
that they thus consist of
equally "two digits" "two digits" = "two digits" "two digits"
above:
61 06 = 47 02
and then only one "Chapter  Verse" Number
which essentially must have "extra zeros" therein again
that they thus consist of
equally "three digits" "three digits" above:
003 144
therefore, we can thus legitimately use "extra zeros" just "one more time" above,
that there may also exactly be two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers
which will thus legitimately consist of
equally "three digits" "three digits" = "three digits" "three digits"above:
003 144 = 048 029
in this most Ideal and perfect manner, now finally here thus:

All PRAISE
is to

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"Chapter Numbers"

33

048

>

>

61
^

47

003

029

40

<

<

>

>

19

=

"Verse Numbers"

x...

06
^

144

02

<

<

19

=

x...

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD
here again (6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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_____________________________________________
(*to kamenriderkiki,
May

ALLAH bless

you for your good advice, Friend;

Conclusions will come within the very final post, inshaALLAH.)
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(*to kamenriderkiki,
May

ALLAH bless

you for your good advice, Friend;

Conclusions will come within the very final post, inshaALLAH.)

[/quote]
You've been doing this for a very long time now i get that the code 19 is cool and all, but it seems that you're tremendously obsessed with it, i've never read a post from you
about your personal interpretation of the quran aside from code 19 posts...might wanna change a bit there bud, get to know some of the members here and sharing your
thought other than these types of post
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So now, let us see again this most specific Name:
(Muhammad = Praised Servant of/by ALLAH)
which has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly "four times" therein:
in
in
in
in

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

No.
No.
No.
No.

"3"
"33"
"47"
"48"

Verse No. "144"
Verse No. "40"
Verse No.
"2"
Verse No. "29"

in this (perfectly corresponding) "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDERFUL"
precise orders, now here again, first of all, thus:

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"Chapter Numbers"

48

003

33

47

19

=

"Verse Numbers"

x...

29

144

40

02

19

=

x...

*So please, absolutely note that all "Chapter Numbers" and "Verse Numbers" consist of
exactly equal number of digits here again:
48 = 29
003 = 144
33 = 40
47 = 02
in such a (perfectly corresponding) precise orders, for/in those both sides above,
in the first place.
So now, in the second step here,
when/if we include also that "one occurrence" (=in Chapter No. 61, Verse No. 6)
of this most specific Name:

(Ahmad = Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH)
into (again the very middle/central place of) all of those "four occurrences"
of this most specific Name:
(Muhammad = Praised Servant of/by ALLAH),
in this respect, in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT above,
and this time here,
in that exact same specific orders, as for/in those both sides, above,

what shall we see now?

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"Chapter Numbers"

48

003

061

33

19

=

"Verse Numbers"

047

x...

029

144

06

040

19

=

*So please, certainly note that here in this case above,
we thus rightfully have as/in perfect "pairs" therein:
48
061

029

=

33

06

=

047

040
02

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely complementary manner above,
and then we thus rightfully have as/in exclusively "single" therein:
003

02

144

because that the maximum number with regard to "Chapter No."
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT is (=114, =i.e. a "threedigit" number),
and the maximum number with regard to "Verse No."
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT is (=286, =i.e. a "threedigit" number again),
we should not use any more "extra zero" above,
because with regard to "Chapter No." and "Verse No."
both of them are already maximum "threedigit numbers" therein (=003 144)
here in this respect above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner
here in this case again,
by this most Superb and matchless "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here

x...

(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

continues in the next post

___________________________________________
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@ kamenrider, I think your current avatar (the man in pink costume) looks scary!
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Ali (Peace be upon Him, as an honorable Follower of The Prophet PbuH
therein) looked at his son (=Hasan) and said: This my son is a noble one,
as his (grandfather) Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) named him thus.
So, from his progeny there shall come a "Man" (=i.e. a most specific reference
to this long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"
here, in this Final Age now)
who will be named (by ALLAH) by the Name of your Prophet (=i.e. "Muhammad" &
"Ahmad").

And he will resemble him with regard to "khuluq" (=i.e. text/attitude),
but he will not resemble him with regard to "khalq" (=i.e. style/application).
And he will thus fill the earth with Justice.
(Abu Dawud, Book of Mahdi 1, Hadith No. 4290)

So, due to this most Miraculous authentic "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message) of
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,
let us clearly see again now
how this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"
is clearly and unmistakably named by ALLAH
as "Muhammad" & "Ahmad" here in the QURAN, for/in this Final Age now.

==========
144 And "Muhammad" (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH) is only a Messenger;
definitely, the (many) Messengers (also) have passed before him.
If he "dies" thus especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now
or is "killed" due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now =43/4144
will you turn back on your heels?
And whoever turns back on his twoheels, he will not harm ALLAH in the least.
And ALLAH will reward the thankful thus also and especially, due to their
such sincere belief and righteousDeeds =32/1519 for/on the left side of those
"19" coded Tables here now!
145 It is not (permitted) for a soul to die except by the Permission of ALLAH, at a term
appointed (by HIM).
And whoever wants the reward of this world We give him/her of it, and whoever
wants the reward of the Hereafter, We give him/her of it.
And We will reward the thankful thus also and especially, due to their
such sincere belief and righteousDeeds =32/1519 for/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables here now!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 3/144145)

2 And those who believe and work for the righteousDeeds, and believe in
what has been sent down unto "Muhammad" (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH),
for it is the TRUTH from their LORD,
HE will erase for them "their sins" thus also and especially, due to their
such sincere belief and righteousDeeds =32/1519 for/on the left side of those
"19" coded Tables here now,
and HE will makesuccessful "their efforts" thus also and especially, due to their
such sincere belief and righteousDeeds =32/1519 for/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables here now!
3 That is because those who reject followed the falsehood thus especially,
by utterly ignoring and arrogantly fighting against the left side of those
"19" coded Tables here now,
while those who believe followed the Truth thus especially,
by sincerely believing and righteously working for/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables here now from their LORD.
ALLAH thus puts forth for the people their examples.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 47/23)

29 "Muhammad" (=Praised Servant of/by ALLAH) is a Messenger of ALLAH, and those

who are with him are firm against the rejecters, and compassionate among themselves.
You see them thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those
"19" coded Tables here now "kneeling" (before HIM), and due to/on the right side
of those "19" coded Tables here now "prostrating" (before HIM),
(thus) seeking the Blessing of ALLAH and (HIS) Approval (therein).
Their distinction is in their faces, as a result of (such) "prostrating" (before HIM). (=25/64)
Such is their example in the Torah.
And their example in the Gospel is: like a crop which sends forth its sprout, and strengthens it,
and becomes thick, and it stands straight on its trunk, pleasing the farmers.
For HE will enrage the rejecters thereby.
ALLAH promises those among them who believe and work for the righteousDeeds thus
especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables here now a "Forgiveness,"
and due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables here now a great "Reward!"
(QURAN TESTAMENT 48/29)

6 And when Jesus, son of Mary, said: "O children of Israel, I am
a Messenger of ALLAH to you, confirming/fulfilling what is between my hands of the Torah,
and bringing Good News of a Messenger to come after me whose name will be "Ahmad"
(=Praiseworthy Servant of/by ALLAH).
But when he (="Ahmad" here now) has come to them with the "19" coded "ClearProofs"
(=74/2630, 31), they said: "This is obvious magic!"
7 And who is more unjust than he who invents lies about ALLAH, while he is being invited
to the Surrender (to ALLAH in this most Rightful manner here now =3/8485)?
And ALLAH does not guide (such) unjust people.
8 They want to extinguish the Light of ALLAH with their mouths.
But ALLAH will perfectlyspread HIS Light, even if the rejecters "hate it" thus especially,
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables here now!
9 HE is the ONE Who sent HIS Messenger with the "19" coded "Guidance"
(=74/2630, 31), and the "True Religion" (=i.e. "Islam" = "Surrender" to ALLAH
in this most Rightful manner here now =3/8485), so that HE will establish it
upon/above the Religions, all of them, even if the partnermakers "hate it" thus especially,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables here now!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 61/69)
==========
*So please, also absolutely see "BIBLICAL

EXCELLENT MIRACLES 4"

document now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness the strong Belief and full Support of
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)

due to this most critical and important "Covenant" of ALLAH
thus especially and also taken from Him here, in this respect,
in the first place (=Quran, Surah Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78)

unto His long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant (=i.e. this
most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age now,)

by all of His "19" coded most Miraculous "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message),
as perfectly inspired and taught to Him by ALLAH therein,
that this one and only "True Religion" (=i.e. "Universal Islam" = "Surrender" to
in this most Rightful manner here now =3/8485)

ALLAH

may thus be established by ALLAH upon/above all the Religions on earth, Worldwide,

in this Final Age now.
(=QURAN TESTAMENT
(=QURAN TESTAMENT
(=QURAN TESTAMENT
(=QURAN TESTAMENT

3/144145)
47/23)
48/29)
61/69)

http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Nonsense....you'll love him
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You've been doing this for a very long time now
i get that the code 19 is cool and all,
but it seems that you're tremendously obsessed with it,
i've never read a post from you about your personal interpretation of the quran
aside from code 19 posts...
might wanna change a bit there bud,
get to know some of the members here
and sharing your thought other than these types of post

Salaam my Friend/s,
Sorry for the late response, I have been very busy, working day and night.
This is the Essential point here to be understood very well, my Friend,
in the first place:
This "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" here (=74/2630, 31)
have been revealed by ALLAH unto this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE
of the Covenant," in this Final Age now,
that he may clearly explain and openly proclaim to all humanity
(based on this whole new understanding and the perfect Light of QURAN)
the "Universal Islam" (=Surrender to ALLAH
in this most Rightful manner here now: 3/8485)
So in every most critical and important Religious & Scientific duties and issues
of/in our Final Age now, such as:

The main obligatory Practices of "Universal Islam"
(=e.g. Daily Prayers, Charity, Fasting, first of all, and all others)



The Evolutionary Creation Miracle of our Universe,
The Evolutionary Creation Miracle of all Livingbeings, by ALLAH, therein,



The perfect Social Justice and Equality, and Happiness among/for all humanity,
The equal Rights of Women and Men in every basic issue, in every essential platform,




and all other such most critical and important Religious & Scientific duties and issues
of/in our Final Age now,
have already been clearly explained and openly proclaimed to all humanity,
by the Commandment of ALLAH unto this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE
of the Covenant," in this Final Age,
in this

"QURAN TESTAMENT",

from the very beginning (=i.e. "Chapter 1, Verse No. 1")
to the very end (=i.e. "Chapter 114, Verse No. 6")
here now: http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

And then, here is the strong Belief and full Support of
prophet Muhammad, and prophet Moses, and prophet Jesus, and prophet David
(Peace be upon Each of Them), first of all, in this respect,
unto this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE
of the Covenant,"
by their most Miraculous Words and Prophecies,
perfectly taught and inspired to them by ALLAH therein,
in this Final Age,
here now: http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize3.html

Remain in peace/salaam.
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